In the baseball elimination problem, there is a league consisting of n teams. At some point during the season, team i has wi wins and gij games left to play against team j. A team is eliminated if it cannot possibly finish the season in first place or tied for first place. The goal is to determine exactly which teams are eliminated. The problem is not as easy as many sports writers would have you believe, in part because the answer depends not only on the number of games won and left to play, but also on the schedule of remaining games. In the 1960's, Schwartz showed how to determine whether one particular team is eliminated using a maximum flow computation.
Introduction
In the baseball elimination problem, there is a league consisting of n teams which we denote by the set T. At some point during the season, each team has played some number of games. Team i E T has uri wins, gij remaining games against team j E T, ad gi = xjeT gij total remaining games. Table 1 gives the input data for a sample league. The goal of a team is to fmish the season with the most wins. We say that a team is eliminated if it cannot finish in first place, ( i.e., with the most wins or tied for the most wins) for any possible outcome of the remaining games. We assume there are no ties (i.e., each game has a winner 'Computer Science Department, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08544. Reseakh supported while the author was at Cornel! University by ONR through grant AASERT NOO01497-l-0681. Email [lo] and McCormick (131 determined the elimination number, i.e., the minimum number of remaining games a team must win in order to have any chance of snishing in Grst place. Their methods use different extensions of the parametric maximum flow techniques of Gallo, Grigoriadis, and Tarjan [S] . McCormick [13] also showed that it is NF'-complete to determine whether a team is eliminated from finishing the season in t-th place or better. Adler, Erera, Hochbaum, and Olinick [l] proposed linear and integer programming formulations to determine which teams are eliminated from &ishing the season in first place (or as a wildcard playoff team) and corrqsponding elimination numbers.
Their Web site wwu. riot. ieor . berkeley . edu/'baseball maintams these statistics on-line for Major League Baseball.
In this paper we introduce a new structural prop erty for the baseball elimination problem. Specifically, we order the teams according to their total number of wins possible (current wins + remaining games). We show that if a team is eliminated, then so are all teams below it in the ordering. For example, this implies that if two teams have the same number of wins and remaining games, then they are either both eliminated or both not eliminated, regardless of their remaining opponents.
Using our new ordering and binary search, we can find all eliminated teams with logn maximum flow computations.
Using the parametric maximum flow techniques of Gallo, et al. [S] , we show how to determine all eliminated teams in the same complexity as a single maximum flow computation. It is also straightforward to determine all of the elimination numbers from our computation.
We note that Adler, et al.
[I] independently discovered the same threshold property. Their proof uses general linear progr amming techniques; they find all eliinated teams by solving a single linear program. In contrast, out proof and algorithm are based on flows and cuts; as a result we obtain a much faster algorithm. We also remark that Gusfield and Martel [ll] have very recently extended our threshold result to a more general setting, which includes American soccer (European football), where three points are awarded to a team for a win and one for a tie.
Preliminaries
In this section we review the necessary and suflicient conditions for a team to be eliminated. Also, we show how to determine whether a single team is eliminated using a maximum flow computation.
Let xij be a variable representing the number of games that. team i E T wins among games remaining to be played against team j E T. Team k is not eliminated if there is 'some assignment of nonnegative integer values {zij : i, j E T} such that:
jET ST Equations (2.1) imply that, all remaining games are played; inequalities (2.2) imply that no team finiihes the season with more wins than team k. Consider Table 1 above. Montreal is eliminated since it can finish with at most 81 wins, but Atlanta already has 83 wins. This is the simplest reason for elimination.
However, there can be more complicated reasons. For example, Philadelphia is also eliminated. It can finish the season with at most 83 wins. But either Atlanta will win more than 83 games, or it will lose all 6 of its remaining games against New York, in which case New York will finish with at least 84 wins.
For any subset of teams R s N, let w(R) = by teams in R, and let g(R) = C{i,jJCRgij denote the number of games remaining to be played by teams both in R. We define a(R) = xv, and note that a(R) gives a lower bound on the average number of games (including games already won) that must be won by teams in R: the teams in R have already won w(R) games: and some team in R must win each of the g(R) games played between teams both in R.
LEMMA 2.1. Let i E T and R C T -{i}. If a(R) > wi + gi then team i is eliminated.
Proof. If team i wins all of its remaining games, it will finish the season with wi -t gi wins. On average, the teams in R win at least a(R) > wi + gi games. Thus (at least) one team in R will finish with more wins than team i.
In this case, we say that, R eliminates i: since it provides a certificate of elimination for team i. Surprisingly, if a team is eliminated, there is always such a simple certificate of elimination, as stated in Theorem 2.2 below. First, we review how to determine whether or not. a single team is eliminated. The following theorem is due to Schwartz [16] . THEOREM 2.1. Using a single s-t minimum cut computation, we can determine whether one particular team k is eliminated. Proof Clearly, the best possible scenario for team k is if it wins all of its remaining games, in which case it will end Up with W := wk + gk wins. If W < Wi for any i E T, then {i) trivially eliminates k. Now, we check for more complicated reasons for elimination. We construct a bipartite network in which feasible integral flows correspond to outcomes of the remaining schedule. The following network flow formulation is due to Schwartz [16] ; Gusfield and Martel [lo] give an alternate construction.
There are nodes corresponding to teams and to remaining games. Intuitively, each unit of flow in the network corresponds to a remaining game. As it flows through the network, it passes from a game node, say between teams i and j, then through one of the team nodes i or j, classifying this game as being won by that team.
The flow network for the baseball elimination problem is shown in Figure 1 . Formally, let N := T -(k) denote the set of teams other than team k. Let P := ((i, j} c N : gij > 0) denote the set of pairs of teams (not involving team k) with remaining games to be played. Let V := P U N u (s, t) denote the set of nodes in the network. For each {i, j} E P we include an arc (s, {i, j}) with capacity gij-For each team i E N we inCiER wi denote the total number of games won already elude an arc (i, t) with capacity W-w:. Finally, for each /dogaflow in the network is less than g(N). Hence, by the Max-Flow Min-Cut Theorem, the capacity of the miniium cut S is also less than g(N); it is the sum of the capacities of some arcs leaving the source and some It is easy to see that integral feasible flows of value g(N) in the resulting network are in one-to-one correspondence with possible outcomes of the remaining games in which team i is not eliminated, i.e., they satisfy (2.1) and (2.2). It follows that we can determine whether i is eliminated with a single maximum integer flow (or minimum s-t cut) computation in the above bipartite network.
The previous theorem says that we can determine whether any single team k is eliminated using a maximum flow computation in an appropriate bipartite network. In fact, if team k is eliminated, then the minimum s-t cut (in the same bipartite network) indicates a subset of teams that eliminates k. The next theorem is due to Hoffman and Rivlin 1121. We include its proof only for completeness.
Let (i, j} E P f~ S. Then i E R and j f R, since otherwise the cut would have infinite capacity. Thus In other words, R eliminates team k..
Problem Structure
We now provide a new structural property for the baseball elimination problem. We use the total order THEOREM 2.2. Suppose team k E T is eliminated. In this section we show how to find all eliminated teams efficiently. It suffices to find the i* guaranteed by Corollary 3.1. We can order the n teams according to their wi + gi values and use binary search to find i*. This requires logn minimum cut computations. Now, we give an even faster method to find all eliminated teams. It sufKces to find the R' guaranteed by Corollary 3.2. We introduce an artificial team 0 which has no remaining games and a variable number of wins W. Let R' be a nonempty subset that maximizes a(R) and let W' = a(R*).
Note that team 0 is eliminated if and only if W < W*. Also the elimination number for team i is easily seen to be [W'l -wi. Now, we show how to find W' and R' efficiently. We construct a bipartite maximum flow network as in Figure 1 , but now k = 0 and N = T. Also for each i f IV, the capacity of arc (i, t) is W -wi where W is a parameter. Note that all of the "parametric arcs" enter the sink and are increasing linear functions of the parameter W. So, we are in a position to apply the parametric maximum flow technique of Gallo, et al. [5] Remark.
The problem consideied in Theorem 4.1 generalizes the m&mum density subgmph problem considered by Goldberg [S] . In the maximum density sub graph problem, the goal is to find a subset of nodes that maximizes the ratio of the number of internal arcs to the number of nodes. This is the special case of our problem when the arc weights are uniform and the node weights are zero. Picard and Queyranne [14] and Gallo, et al. [5] considered a difFerent generalization of the maximum density subgraph problem that maximizes g(R)/w(R).
